


INTRODUCING YOUR NEXT 

FEATURE 

ATTRACTION
RiverQuest™ is a Family Adventure Attraction that 

combines the thrills of river rides and waterslides 

with multi-sensory dreamscapes. It features multiple 

discovery routes, multimedia tunnels and passageways 

that maximize thrills in ways the whole family will love! 



A NEW TYPE OF  

FAMILY ADVENTURE 

NO TWO PATHS ARE THE SAME 

The unique ride path can be designed with various routes letting 

participants decide which adventure to embark on. RiverQuest™ 

is a unique combination of interactive river ride features and 

multimedia passageways that offers more discovery opportunities 

designed for guest recurrence. 

MAXIMIZES GUEST IMMERSION 

RiverQuest™ introduces the world to DreamTunnel™ and 

DreamPassage™: an immersive and interactive passageway that 

surprises and wows guests with projection mapping, lighting, 

water and visual effects, music and soundscapes.

TAILOR-MADE AND ADAPTABLE 

RiverQuest™ is fully customizable thanks to its multimedia 

experiences. The design adapts to your landscape; making its 

integration incredibly flexible.



DREAMTUNNEL™ AND 

DREAMPASSAGE™

Riders move through a 50-foot-long multimedia passageway into 

an immersive water-theatre experience. Inside DreamTunnel™ and 

DreamPassage™, riders discover your unique story: each experience is fully 

customizable, facilitating IP integration and theming opportunities that can 

constantly evolve, drawing guests back season after season.

THE RIVERQUEST™ 

EXPERIENCE 

RiverQuest™ features a unique combination of water effects and 

interactive experiences: wild river bumps, fog, geysers, accelerators, 

water battles and junction points are layered throughout the ride path 

making this family attraction highly immersive.



With more than 7,000 installations in 45 countries, in public, commercial and entertainment 

settings, Vortex Aquatic Structures International Inc. is the world leader in aquatic play 

landscapes and entertainment. Vortex International provides imaginative, durable aquatic 

play and water feature solutions that create everlasting memories. Our ongoing mission is 

to develop fun, safe and reliable products for families and children of all ages and abilities.
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